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Abstract. Mass overlaps occurring as a result of extraction of ions from an arc discharge and gas collisions producing
molecular break up and charge exchange in the accelerator beamline are examined for ion implantation into compound
semiconductors. The effect of the choice of plasma gas elements for Be+ implants is examined as an example.
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Introduction:
Diverse Implants into Diverse Materials
The next steps in the continuing drive to increase
IC device performance are set to include a shift to
high-mobility channel materials for both planar and
finFET devices, these being among the “last knobs”
available in the continued quest for increased CMOS
transistor and IC device performance [1,2].
The
leading high-mobility materials are Ge and various
forms of compound semiconductors. This shift will
significantly widen the range of elements and ion
types in routine use for ion implantation processing.
This paper examines the various forms of elemental,
energy and dose “contaminations” that occur with the
use of dopants and other ions useful for fabrication of
III-V and other compound semiconductor devices,
building on similar studies of contaminant ions in
implants used for Si-device fabrication [3, 4]. The
practical aspects of this study will discuss the effects
of the use of various dopant source materials, ion
source components and the relative utility of various
forms of “mass filters” in beamline accelerator
designs.
As in Si-based devices, an increasing number of
implants are for non-dopant, “materials modification”
implants to facilitate a diverse range of processes,
ranging from silicide layer stabilization to multiexposure resist stabilization [5]. An example of the
diversity of the ions being explored for processing of
advanced IC materials is shown in Fig. 1, a sample of
the recent R&D implants done at Core Systems.

FIGURE 1. A sample of recent ions and electronic
materials targets implanted at Core Systems.

Mechanisms for Unintentional
Elemental Co-implantation
The
principal
mechanisms
active
when
unintentional co-implantation occurs are (1) failure of
the magnet optics and “mass apertures” to resolve ions
with closely matched optical paths in the analyzing
magnet [6], (2) passage of multiple ion types and
charge states through magnetic mass separation
systems following various charge exchange and
molecular breakup events [7], (3) vapor transport of
contaminant elements to the target surface followed by
recoil implantation by the ion beam [8], energy
contamination through acceleration of molecular
breakup component ions by potential drops after
analyzing magnet [9] and (4) acceleration of ions

created by sputtering or arcing in the beamline
components in line with the target surface [3, 10].
These mechanisms are sketched in Fig. 2.

These effects are particularly prevalent in multicharged beams that also contain multimer ions in the
source extraction current. These linked pairs of multicharge and multimer ions, commonly called “Aston
bands” after the 1922 Nobel prize work done on mass
spectroscopy by F.W. Aston but actually first
described and explained by H.D. Smyth in 1924 [11],
are shown in Fig. 3.

FIGURE 2. Sketch of ions in beamline showing the
desired ion, Mion, extracted from the source plasma,
contaminant ions, Mext, from the source plasma and
Mbu after molecular breakup and charge exchange
collisions near the extraction and before the final
accelerations stages.
Perhaps the most famous of direct overlaps is the
contamination of BF2+ (AMU = 48, 49) beams by
Mo+2 ions (AMU/q = 46, 47, 47.5, 48, 48.5, 49, 50)
sputtered from Mo arc chamber liners and extraction
slits in the sources area when the beam is analyzed by
a magnet-aperture “mass” filter.
Magnet-aperture beam filters are also vulnerable to
a wide range of ion overlaps resulting from charge
exchange and molecular breakup events associated
with collisions of source ions with background gas
atoms in the region between the source extraction and
the magnet filter. These overlaps occur when an ion,
mp+a, with mass, m, atom count, p and charge a,
collides with a background gas atom and continues on
as an ion, mq+b, of atom count, g and charge, b. When
the beam is filtered with a deflection magnet followed
by a small aperture slit, the resulting mq+b ion has an
apparent AMU of (a/b2)*(q2/p)*m and an energy of
(q/p)*(aeV), where V is the source extraction voltage
and e is the electron charge [4]. When the apparent
AMU of the mq+b ion overlaps with the desired ion in
the source extraction flow, they are both passed
through with same radius of curvature path in the
magnet filter and process together to the target. For
the general case of a molecular species extracted with
a total mass of mext and charge state, qext, the apparent
mass passing through the magnet analysis of the ion
resulting from breakup into a mass, mbu, with charge
state, qbu, is Mapparent = (qext/(qbu)2)*((mbu)2/mext).

FIGURE 3. Ion overlaps for multi-charged and multimer
ions after collision-induced charge exchange and multimer
breakup events.

An example of charge exchange effects is the
beamline transport of W+2 ions in BF2+ beams with
magnetic selection, where the W+2 ions are created by
charge striping of W + ions during collisions after
extraction from the source plasma and before the
magnet selection [12]. The sources of the W+ ions are
sputtering from the arc source filament, extraction slit
and chamber wall liners. The transport of the resulting
W+2 ions near the effective mass of 49 results in no
significant W transport when implanting ion beams
other than BF2+. Effects of molecular breakup in
contamination of multi-charge ion beams are reviewed
in ref. 4, 13 and 14.

Ions and Carrier Gases with Overlaps
Many of the ions used in the implantation of
compound semiconductors are generated with the use
of reactive “carrier gases” that do not contain the
desired ions. An example is the generation of Al +
ions, for use in implantation of SiC for instance, by
reactions of a BF3 carrier gas with an Al oxide or
nitride “tablet” placed on the reflector plate of a
Bernas/IHC arc source [15]. This method produces a
higher and more stable extraction current than the use
of Al containing source gases from a vaporizer.
However there is a risk in the use of BF3 in the case
where there is an air leak, or another source of O

atoms, in the source area with the mass overlap of Al+
(AMU= 27) and BO+ (AMU = 26 and 27) in the
extraction current. The good practice used in this case
is to use an Al nitride source tablet and B nitride
insulators rather than Al2O3. Note that the use of BN
source insulators is not without contamination risk,
such as the B ions (AMU = 10, 11) present in a P +3
beam (AMU/q = 10.3).

Mass overlaps, resulting either from direct extraction
from the arc plasma or from dissociative collisions at
the extraction electrode, which are passed by a magnet
analysis system with the same apparent mass/charge as
common ions used for compound semiconductor
processing are shown in Table 1 for 3 common plasma
feed gases.

TABLE 1. Mass overlaps for ions of interest for implants into compound semiconductors; collisions before magnet
Extracted ion (AMU)
Dissociated ion (AMU)
Apparent AMU at magnet
Overlap Risk (AMU)
SiF4 feed gas
SiF3+ (85)
no collision
85
Rb+ (85-87)
SiF2+ (66)
no collision
66
Zn+ (64-70)
+
+
SiF4 (104)
SiF3 (85)
47
Ga+ (69-71)
SiF4+ (104)
SiF2+ (66)
41.9
x
SiF4+ (104)
SiF+ (47)
21.2
x
SiF3+ (85)
SiF2+ (66)
51.2
Cr+ ((50-54), Rh+2 (103)
SiF3+ (85)
SiF+ (47)
26
x
+
SiF3 (85)
Si+ (28)
9.2
Be+ (9)
SiF2+ (66)
SiF+ (47)
33.5
Ga+2 (69-71)
+
+
SiF2 (66)
Si (28)
11.9
Mg+2 (24-26)
SiF + (47)
F+ (19)
7.7
Be+ (9)
F4+ (76)
F3+ (57)
42.7
Rb+2 (96-104)
F3+ (57)
F2+ (38)
25.3
V+2 (50-51)
F2+ (38)
F+ (19)
9.5
Be+ (9)
+2
F (19)
no collision
9.5
Be+ (9)
PF5 feed gas
PF5+ (126)
PF4+ (107)
90.8
Zr+ (90-96)
PF4+ (107)
no collision
107
Ag+ ((107-109)
PF4+ (107)
PF3+ (88)
72.3
Nd+2 (142-150)
+
+
PF4 (107)
PF2 (69)
44.5
Y+2 (89)
PF4+ (107)
PF4+ (107)
23.4
Ti+2 (46-50)
PF4+ (107)
P+ (31)
8.9
Be+ (9)
+
+
PF4 (107)
F (19)
3.4
Li+2 (6-7)
PF3+ (88)
PF2+ (69)
54.1
Ag+2 (107-109)
PF3+ (88)
PF+ (50)
28.4
Fe+2 (54-58)
PF2+ (69)
no collision
69
La+2 (138-139)
PF+ (50)
F+ (19)
7.2
Li+ (6-7)
F4+ (76)
no collision
76
Sm+2 (144-154)
F+2 (19)
no collision
9.5
Be+ (9)
BF3 feed gas
BF3+ (68)
no collision
68
La+2 (138-139)
BF2+ (49)
no collision
49
Ti+2 (46-50)
BF2+ (49)
F+ (19)
7.4
Li+ (6-7)
+2
F (19)
no collision
9.5
Be+ (9)
+
BO (27) (with O in arc)
no collision
27
Al+ (27)

To illustrate the impact of a mass overlap listed in
Table 1, 100 keV, 1.4e14 Be/cm2 Be+ implants were
done into GaAs wafers using SiF4 and PF4 as plasma
generating gases with a solid foil of Be placed in an
arc discharge ion source in a vintage Veeco medium
current implanter. The extraction voltage was 35 kV
and the acceleration column was at 65 kV. The SIMS
profiles from these wafers are shown in Fig. 4.
For the case using SiF4 plasma gas, strong profiles
of Si (arising from collisions with background gases at

the source extraction electrodes by SiF3+ ions resulting
in Si+ ions with an apparent mass at the magnet of 9.2)
and F (arising from F2+ ions colliding with gas atoms
at the extraction stage resulting in F+ ion with an
apparent mass of 9.5). There is also a substantial low
energy F peak whose origins are at present unknown.
The energy, approximately 14 keV, is consistent with
neutral F from collisions with the F+ beam at the
region of the mass resolving slits. However, the
implant tool used here had a vertical beam deflection
after the high voltage stage that does not allow for

neutral atom transport to the wafer. The energies for
the mass overlap ions are 76.5 keV for Si + and 82.5
and 14 keV for the F+ ions. Fitting the SIMS peaks
with SRIM calculated profiles in GaAs yields doses of
4e13 Si/cm2 for the Si+ ions and 3e12 F+/cm2 and 6e12
F0/cm2 for the F contaminants. These strong mass
overlap profiles reflect the effects of relatively
inefficient vacuum pumping in the extraction and mass
analysis regions of the older machine design.
When PF5 is used as the plasma forming gas (see
the lower part of Fig.4), no substantial contaminant
profiles were seen in the Be implant. The P levels
were also below the SIMS detection limits, except for
a slight surface peak at about 3e17 P/cm3, perhaps due
to recoil implantation of absorbed PF5 vapors.

SUMMARY
The increasing use of SiC and GaN for “smart
power” switches, added to the broad range of
applications for GaAs and related III-V materials
in photonic, RF and high-mobility CMOS
devices, has led to significant expansion of the
ion types used in routine ion implantation. Many
of these ion types and ion source operational
procedures are prone to risk of atomic and
energetic contamination for implantation into
compound semiconductors.
Careful study of
implanted profiles and modeling of potential
mass overlaps [17] are required to assure success.
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FIGURE 4. SIMS profiles of GaAs implanted with
100 keV Be+ at a dose of 1e14 Be/cm2 using carrier
gases, SiF4 (upper) and PF5 (lower).
A common countermeasure to prevent coimplantation by mass overlap ions is to operate a
“beam filter” to augment the “mass” selection of the
magnet and beam aperture stage. However care must
be taken to install the filter stage at a point after an
accel of decel stage so the lower energy overlap ions
can be blocked successfully [16].
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